
BOSS Controls Announces National Installation
Partner
BOSS Controls LLC, a leading Internet of
Things energy management and controls
company announces their partnership
with Technical Consulting Group,(TCG)
Inc.

PITTSBURGH, PA, UNITED STATES,
May 31, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ --
BOSS Controls LLC, a leading Internet of
Things (“IoT”) energy management and

controls company today announced their partnership with Technical Consulting Group,(TCG) Inc.
This partnership brings TCG’s national installation and project management services to BOSS
customers, allowing for rapid deployment of BOSS Smart Plugs that leads to rapid energy savings for
the customer. 

“We work with the world's leading technology companies, recognizing the synergies and opportunities
that can be leveraged,” said Michael Dougherty, Partner, Technical Consulting Group.  “We will deploy
and install BOSS Control’s turn key energy management solution consisting of smart plugs and its
Atmospheres software platform.  We work with unique businesses that recognize IoT systems and we
look forward to bringing BOSS Controls to market with our customers.”

“As we grow nationwide with commercial customers, it is important for us to have the best strategic
partnerships,” said Greg Puschnigg, Founder/CEO, BOSS Controls.  “TCG provides flexibility and
deployment options that align well with our business.”

Managing and conserving energy at the plug level is the most underserved aspect of commercial IoT
and energy management.  Up to [30%] of energy lost in a commercial building occurs at the plug
level. Using the BOSS system, building owners, property managers, sustainability managers and
others can take full control of plug load energy waste, and rapidly generate measurable ROI for every
device that is plugged into the wall.

About BOSS Controls 

BOSS Controls designs, markets, and sells patent pending, cloud-based, Wi-Fi enabled product
solutions and software. The product suite provides a seamless fully integrated virtual energy
management and control system enabling reductions in building energy costs by up to 30 percent and
operational cost savings as well. The company manages the critical Wi-Fi hardware, software, and
data on its cloud-based platform called “Atmospheres®.”  
BOSS Controls, headquartered in Pittsburgh, is a member of Green Building Alliance and
Independent Electrical Contractors. BOSS Controls Smart Plugs 120V and 220V can be ordered
directly at  http://www.bosscontrols.com. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.bosscontrols.com


About Technical Consulting Group 

Founded in 2002, Technical Consulting Group works with the world's leading communications,
content, and high-tech companies, recognizing the synergies and opportunities that can be leveraged
within and across all three industries.  TCG has a portfolio of strategic partners known for providing
the best, most imaginative equipment and services across the board. For more information,
http://www.tcongrp.com/

The matters discussed herein may contain forward-looking statements that are subject to certain risks
and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations. 
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